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VALVE BOX  

VACUUM 
Valve boxes and below Ground Fire Plugs, over the years accumulate 

a lot of soil and Debris, that hinders the Operation of theValve or 

Ground plug. The soil and debris needs to be removed. 

In todays, day and age we cannot just put a gloved hand down it and 

clean it out. There are many nasties that are found in these locations. 

We have a vast array of deadly spiders that lurk in these locations not 

to mention the used needles. 

Removal of debris from valve and Ground 

Plug boxes need to be safe and quick. 

The Valve Box Vacuum removes debris 

from the Valve box and below Ground 

Fire plugs quickly and safely. 

Compressed air is directed up the throat of 

the vacuum creating a powerful suction 

that works very effectively on Mud, Sand 

and Water. 

By moving the vacuum’s serrated edge 

against the dirt and debris in the bottom of 

the box, the vacuum will make short work  

of even the muddiest of boxes. 

The venturi effect sucks up the most  

stubborn mud and sand. 



Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this brochure is correct and accurate. Users of AWIS Pty Ltd 

provided product or information within this document must make their own assessment of suitability for their particular application. Product 

dimensions are nominal only, and should be verified if critical to a particular installation. No warranty is either expressed, implied, or statutory 

made by AWIS Pty Ltd Products unless expressly stated in any sale and purchase agreement entered into between AWIS Pty Ltd and the 

Distributed by AWIS Pty Ltd    
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VALVE BOX VACUUM 
 

Simple and easy to operate. 

 

Just connect to a an air source.  

 

Adjust the valve to suit the valve 

box condition. 

 

Start sucking out the debris.  
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